INTRODUCTION
Test sequences for the purpose of medical research, experiments in physical sciences, or inquiries in social sciences often demand such large sample size that it is impracticable to analyze directly all data. In some preprocessing phase, then, a data reduction is performed. E.g., a particular well chosen function is applied to the data of each single test. The same effect happens in a computer system when a (Boolean) function is applied to disjoint sets of Boolean variables. We investigate to which extent a joint computation could be superior to individual computations.
Let B,,, denote the set of Boolean functions on n variables with r outputs. As usual, B, abbreviates B ,,,, .
DEFINITION.
ThedirectproductfxgEB, +,,,+,offEB,,,andgEB,,, is defined by (fx g) (xl,..., x,, Y,, . . . . Y,) = (f(x,, . . . . x,), g(y,,..., Y,)).
The r-fold product fi x . . x f,. is defined similarly. By r x f = f x . . x f we denote the r-fold direct product of r copies off:
Often one is not primarily interested in the individual values of all the functions fi, . . . . f, but rather one would like to know some particular properties of these values. E.g., if all functions compute 1, one should do something. DEFINITION. The direct conjunction f A g E B, + m off E B, and g E B, is defined by (f A g)(x,,..., JL, Ye,..., ~,,J=f(x~,..., x,) A dy,,..., y,). The direct disjunction f v g is defined likewise. We also use r-fold conjunctions, 
vf).
One might expect that an optimal computation scheme for f x g consists of optimal computation schemes for f and g, respectively. One also may wonder whether an optimal computation scheme for f A g is obtained by putting together optimal schemes for f and g disjointly and then computing the conjunction.
The Disjoint Computation Scheme Hypothesis expresses the conjecture that we cannot do better than taking (disjointly) optimal computation schemes for f an g.
Abbreviating, we write, e.g., DCSH( A ), stressing that we consider direct conjunctions. With respect to minimal polynomials the DCSH( A ) says that a minimal polynomial for f A g is obtained by multiplying minimal polynomials for f and g. As we shall see later this is in fact the case for several classes of Boolean functions like symmetric Boolean functions or monotone ones.
But somewhat surprisingly it turns out that the DCSH( A ) fails with respect to minimal polynomials and the class of all Boolean functions.
Before we discuss our results we recall what is known for other complexity measures. For definitions and explanations not given here we refer to Wegener (1987).
1. Formula size L. It is well known and easy to prove that the DCSH holds for fomulae, i.e.,
2. Circuit size C. Uhlig (1974 Uhlig ( , 1984 has shown that C(rxf)<22"~n-1+0(2".n-') for all f~ B, and r with log r = o(n . log-' n). On the other hand, it is well known that for almost all SE B,. This means that for almost all f~ B,, in particular, for the most hardest ones, optimal circuits for r xf are much smaller than r copies of optimal circuits for J Hence, the DCSH( A ) does not hold with respect to circuit size.
As obviously C(r A f) 6 C(r x f) + r -1, analogous savings may be obtained for the r-fold direct conjunction of r copies of J Independently and using different methods, this result has been obtained by Paul (1976) .
Using ideas of Uhlig's, Wegener (1987) proves that for monotone functions: C( r x f) = 0(2n . n -3'2) for all monotone f E B, and all Y with log r = o(n logg' n), while it is well known that 12(2n. n-312) for almost all monotone f~ B,.
Remark.
No explicit example is known of a Boolean function f~ B, with C(f x f) < 2. C(f).
It is still an open problem whether the DCSH( x ) holds with respect to circuit size and the class of all symmetric functions (YE B, is symmetric if S(x) =f( y) whenever (xl = 1 yJ, the number of ones in x and y are the same).
3. Monotone circuit size C,.
The monotone Boolean functions are exactly those which may be computed using only conjunctions and disjunctions. The monotone circuit size off, abbreviated by C,(f), is the minimal size of a monotone circuit (a circuit using only binary conjunctions and disjunctions) which computes f: Galbiati and Fischer (1981) for all monotone f and g. 4. Minimal polynomials. In the remainder of this paper we discuss the DCSH( v ) and DCSH( A ) with respect to minimal polynomials. Our principal results are: The DCSH( v ) holds with respect to minimal polynomials while the DCSH( A ) does not hold with respect to minimal polynomials. We show how the DCSH( A ) is related to the set cover problem and derive exact bounds on how much one may save for f A g.
As it turns out the DCSH( A ) does hold with respect to minimal polynomials and the classes of monotone (resp., symmetric) Boolean functions. It is well known that there always exists a minimal polynomial consisting of prime implicants only. In particular, our results also hold in the situation when the cost of a polynomial is defined as the sum of the number of literals of its monomials.
Remark. To construct minimal polynomials is one of the classical subjects of computer science. In modern terminology, minimal polynomials are minimal &-circuits computing f: This is a special type of bounded depth circuits which can be implemented by programmable logic arrays (PLAs).
The set PI(f) of prime implicants off can be computed efficiently from the table x-f(x) (Quine-McCluskey algorithm). What remains, then, is to find a minimal set of prime implicants which altogether cover f: This resembles the set cover problem. Before exploiting the connection to the set cover problem it is convenient to reduce the problem a bit further. A prime implicant m E PI(f) is necessary if there exists an input a with m(a) = 1 but m'(a) = 0 for all other prime implicants m' # m. Necessary prime implicants necessarily belong to each minimal polynomial.
By PI,,,(S) we denote the set of necessary prime implicants and by MP,,,(f) its size. Note, e.g., that MP,,,(f) = MP(f) for all monotone functions. Let us call a prime implicant which is not necessary an interchangeable prime implicant. Finding a minimal polynomial for f, then, is the task of finding a minimal set of (interchangeable) prime implicants which cover those. parts of f which are not already covered by necessary prime implicants. More precisely, let f* be defined by f*(a) = 1 if and only if f(a) = 1 but t(a) = 0 for every necessary prime implicant t E PI,,,(f). Then PI"..(f*) = @ and every minimal polynomial for f consists of all necessary prime implicants off plus a minimal set of prime implicants from PI(f) (not PI(f*)!) which covers f*. Let us write this as MP(P)= MP,,,(f) + MP*(f*) stressing that MP*(f*) can be much smaller than MW-*).
Recall that the set cover problem is, given a family (A i)ic, of sets, to find a set Jc I of minimal cardinality such that U Ai=y,A;.
JEJ
The determination of a minimal polynomial from the set of prime implicants is a particular set cover problem. Paul (1975) shows that also the converse is true:
For each set cover problem there exists a Boolean function f such that solutions of the set cover problem correspond to minimal polynomials of f and all these correspondences can be computed efficiently. In particular,
is the minimal cardinality that is seeked for in the set cover problem.
THE DCSH WITH RESPECT TO MINIMAL POLYNOMIALS
As the notion of a minimal polynomial makes sense only with respect to Boolean functions with just one output we discuss DCSH( v ) and DCSH( A ), but not DCSH( x ). Observe that PI(f v g) = PI(f) u PI(g). Consider an input a such that f(a) = 0. Then each input (a, b) with g(b) = 1 is covered only by prime implicants from PI(g). Hence we need MP( g) many prime implicants from PI(g) and, by the same argument, MP(f) many prime implicants from PI(f 
(*I i= I As the use of the law of distributivity is the only obvious way of getting again a &circuit from minimal polynomials for f and g, the DCSH( A ) with respect to minimal polynomials would assert equality in (*).
For discussing the DCSH( A ) in detail it is convenient to know the sets wfr A ... A fr) (RSP.,
A f,)) in terms of the sets PI(fJ (rw., %,(fJ).
LEMMA.
Prooj
It suffices to show that PI(f A g) = {u A WI u E PI(f), WE PI(g)}. Let t = u A w for some u E PI(f) and w E PI(g). Trivially, t is an implicant of f A g. Consider a proper submonomial t' = U' A w' of t, say, U' is a proper submonomial of U. As u is a prime implicant off there exists an input a such that u'(a) = 1 but f(u) = 0. Let b be any input such that w'(b) = 1. Then t'(a, b) = 1 but (f A g)(a, b) = 0 showing that t' is not an implicant. Hence t E PI(f A g). On the other hand, let t E PI(f A g), say t = u A MI, where u is the submonomial consisting of literals coming from x-variables and, accordingly, w is coming from y-variables. Obviously, u and w are implicants off and g, resp. To see that u is a prime implicant of f let U' be a proper submonomial of U. As t E PI(f A g) there exists an input (a, 6) For every necessary prime implicant s E PI,,,(f) any minimal polynomial for f A g has to include MP( g) many summands of the form s A t, t E PI(g), similarly for necessary prime implicants t E PI,,,(g). This gives MP,,,(f).MP,,,(g)+MP,,,(f).MP*(g*)+MP*(f*).MP,,,(g) many summands. But still, then, one has to cover f* A g*. Thus
MVf* g)=MP,,,(f).MP*(g*) + MP*(f*) . MP,,,( g)
where MP*(f* A g*) is the minimal number of prime implicants s A t E PI(f A g) which are needed to cover f* A g*. As it turns out, MP*(f*) + MP*( g*) -1 < MP*(f* A g*) < MP*(f*) . MP*( g*) and both bounds are sharp.
Let us see how the corresponding problem in connection with the set cover problem looks like.
DEFINITION.
For a family of sets A = (Ai),, let us denote by cov(A) its couering number, this is the least positive integer k such that there exists JcZ with I.ZJ =k and UjeJAj= U,,,A,.
The DCSH( A ) transforms itself to the problem how large cov(A x A') is in comparison to cov(A) .cov(A'), a problem which is of independent interest in its own sake (hereby AxA'=(A~xA~.,~~.~,,,.,,)).
Note that, trivially, cov(A x A') < cov(A) . cov(A').
A simple example shows that the inequality may be strict. To cover J two additional prime implicants have to be added, e.g., (x1 A Z4 A X5) v (x2 A X4 A X5). Thus MP(j-) = 6. But MP(f A f) = 35 -C MP(J') . MP(f) = 36, as f* A f* can be covered by three prime implicants; e.g., has the required properties. Note that the reduced table of prime implicants off; viz., llooo 10100 01100 leads to the set cover problem of the previous example, viz., In fact, f is constructed the other way around, and this is Paul's (1975) construction. This example is still somewhat unsatisfactory as one may wonder how much it is possible to save in general. 
Recall that MP(f) = MP,,,(f) + MP*(f*). From a computational point of view MP,,,(f)
can be determined easily. The hard problem is the determination of MP*(f*).
With respect to the disjoint conjunction of two functions we have that MP(f A g) = MP,,,(f)
. MP*( g*) f MP*(f*) MP,,,(g) + MP,,,(f) . MP,,,(g) + MP*(f* A g*). So we should compare MP*(f* A g*) with MP*(f*) and MP*(g*).
But now the construction of Paul (1975) and Theorem 2 show how much we can save.
COROLLARY.
For all Boolean functions f and g we have MP*(f*).MP*(g*)>MP*(f* A g*)>M*(f*)+MP*(g*)-1.
Moreover, both bounds are sharp.
Of course, analogous savings exist with respect to the direct conjunction of more than two functions. Let us write U A for U (A ( A E A}. As, in particular, the whole column {a} x UB is covered, there exist, say, A, x B,, . . . . A,, x B, such that aEr)yz2A,.
Note that b$U:=2Bi. Next we prove (2). Note that the preceding arguments already prove one implication. Concerning the other implication, assume that, e.g., for i= 1, the set system A' has the property that for every choice of A :, . . 
THE DCSH( A) HOLDS WITH RESPECT TO MINIMAL POLYNOMIALS FOR MONOTONE AND SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS
Despite of the fact that the DCSH( A ) fails with respect to minimal polynomials and the class of all Boolean functions it still might be the case that the DCSH( A ) holds for certain subclasses of Boolean functions. And this is indeed the case for the class of monotone as well as for the class of symmetric functions. It is well known that for monotone functions f the minimal polynomial consists of the disjunction of all prime implicants, i.e., MP(f)= \PI(f)J (this follows from the fact that PI,,,(f)=PI(f) for monotone functions f ). Hence the assertion follows from the lemma. i
Next we discuss symmetric functions. Note that the example in the proof of Theorem 2 bears much symmetry but, nevertheless, it does not correspond to a symmetric function.
As an auxiliary result we need precise information about minimal polynomials for symmetric functions.
DEFINITION. For k Q 1 <n let us denote by fi,,E B, the symmetric function which computes 1 on input a if and only if k < (a( < 1.
Clearly, every symmetric function fo B, is the disjunction of functions f;.,. This disjunction is unique if we write f as Thus it suffices to discuss minimal polynomials for the function f;.,. Note that each prime implicant of fi,, covers only a single input with VOIGT AND WEGENER exactly k ones and a single input with exactly 1 ones. Hence we need at least max{(;), (7)) P rime implicants to cover all inputs with exactly k (resp. I) ones. Observe that (1). (7::) many prime implicants are available. THEOREM 4. MP(fi,,)=max((;), (y)}.
ProoJ: We adapt an idea of Greene and Kleitmann (1976) (who explicitly defined a symmetric chain partition of the power set lattice of an n-element set) to choose max{ (i), (;)I p rime implicants. We distinguish two cases according to whether (;) 3 (7) or (z) < (7). A prime implicant which covers a (i.e., which is a submonomial of m,) contains all non-negated variables of m, and, additionally, precisely n -I negated variables.
We describe an algorithm which chooses n-1 such negated variables thus producing a prime implicant t,.
Consider the canonical form of m,, m, = y, A ... A yn with yi E {xi, Xi}. For convenience we rewrite this as m, = z1 A . . . A z, = z (of course, initially a = n and zi = y,). Now we run the following procedure: Phase 1. If there exists an 1 < i< a such that zi is a negated variable and zi+i is a non-negated variable then choose the minimal such i and delete zi as well as zi+ i from z and call the resulting monomial z again.
Memorize z, as well as zi+ , .
Repeat Phase 1 as long as possible. Let 2' be the submonomial produced by Phase 1.
Say, in Phase 1 we have cancelled s many negated variables Xi,, ..,, x,, and s many non-negated variables x,,, . . additionally to the non-negated variables of mr, and the s negated variables which have been cancelled by the algorithm. We take the n-l-s first rightmost negated variables of z'. This process yields (i) prime implicants. Before continuing our arguments we illustrate the algorithm at two examples for the symmetric function j-i!,. Case 2. (i) < (7). This covers the cases k < 1< rn/21 (resp., k d [n/21 -=c I and k < n -I). The proof runs parallel to the one above, using an analogous kind of algorithm.
We start with minterms m, belonging to inputs with exactly I ones. Phase 1 is the same as before. Phase 2 is different, as we have to work upside down this time. For defining t, we keep the n-1 negated variables of m, and add the first k non-negated variables xi, A . . . A xjk if k < s (resp. xj, A . . . A Xj$ A z; A . . . A zh _ ,~ otherwise), so additionally, then, the first k -s leftmost non-negated variables of z' are considered. The verification is analogous to Case 1 and is, therefore, omitted. 1
Now Theorem 4 implies immediately is max{(;), (y)} . max{ ($), ( y:)} as each prime implicant of fi,, A f E: ,,, covers exactly one input (a, b) with k ones in a and k' ones in b and'it covers exactly one input (a', h') with k ones in a' and 1' ones in b' and so forth. The theorem asserts that this lower bound may be obtained by taking the product of the minimal polynomials off and g. a There still exist other classes of Boolean functions for which the DCSH( A ) is valid. E.g., an interval set cover problem is a set cover problem where all sets Ai are intervals of integers. These set cover problems can be solved efficienctly by a greedy algorithm. Also, cov(A x B) = cov(A) . cov(B) for interval set cover problems, by an easy argument. Hence the DCSH( A ) holds for the class of Boolean functions f for which the determination of MP*(f*) reduces to solving an interval set cover problem.
Related Problems
Given a Boolean function f we can particularly ask whether the DCSH( A ) holds for f A f: Most probably the DCSH( A ) fails with respect to minimal polynomials for almost all Boolean functions, i.e., MP( f A f) < MP(f) . MP(f ), but we do not know how to prove this.
How hard is the problem to compute MP(S A g) if minimal polynomials for f and g are given? If the DCSH( A ) holds, the answer is trivial. But also in the general case there may be nevertheless an efficient way to solve the problem.
It is well known that the problem to decide whether cov(A) < k is NPcomplete. What is the complexity, given (A, k, B, 1, m) such that cov(A) = k and cov(B)=l, to decide whether cov(A xB)<m?
The problem is obviously contained in NP. For certain instances, e.g., for m = k + 1-1, the problem is even in P (by Theorem 2). But we do not know whether the general problem is NP-complete. Possibly this is the case for m = k .Z. For those readers who are disturbed by the fact that already checking the correctness of the input is NP-complete, we give a different formulation for the latter problem.
Given A, A,, . . . . A,EA with lJr=, A,=UA and given B, B ,,..., B,EB with lJ:= i Bi = (J B decide whether cov(A x B) < k .1.
